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After the fallout of Gamindustri, the goddesses are
once again forced into competition. Each must rise to

the top to fulfil their desires and save Gamindustri
once and for all! Character Design: Miwa Oshima
Translation: Tap Game, Gonz Editing: Tap Game,
Gonzo Gameplay Game Designer: Shingo Adachi

Additional Development: CyberConnect2 Executive
Producer: Chiyomaru Shikura, Keisuke Kikuchi,

Hajime Wakabayashi, Mizuki Okada, Natsumi Ikeda,
Sayo Terada Additional Credits: Character Design:

Miwa Oshima Thanks: Game Translation: TapGame,
Gonzo Thanks: Thanks: Thanks: Thanks: Thanks:
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Amazing Tim for helping review the game using the
English translation :D Thanks: Thanks: Thanks:

Thanks: Thanks: Thanks:

Features Key:
The sexiest character dressed in the school uniform, cute female lead, and even more intense

A smorgasbord of multiple sex variations, from love-making to exhibitionism, with insecurities to
enjoy

Several salacious situations for players to play out your fantasies
Hospital themed game and a diverse support system
A~N support system with nice anime style graphics

Summary
1.It is a game in which the player lives the story of a teacher in a very small school in which the
lively dorm was filled with many girls and their concerns about after they leave that school are
accepted by adults... And I am one of those students!
2.I thought that the player would be able to use the school as a first love or just practice and
live in fun. I do not just want to exhibit my girls... and such as in the above, I will explain that
further!
Although it seems like it has a simple concept, it was actually very difficult to execute! In particular, for
"Play" to "use hot girls" instantly. I had not even been able to imagine what can be done with such varied
characters after all! 

Demo of the main playable character
Meet cute girl Eris' face! In the game of RPG Maker MZ

Game Overview
Demo of the opening movie in an RPG Maker MZ game

Demo of the opening movie in an RPG Maker MZ game
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